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History  

 
The “GALAHAD” has been used over several decennia for the continuous and dust free emptying of almost all 

single and multi-ply bags. Paper, plastic, large, small, heavy or light in weight, the “GALAHAD” cuts and 
empties these bags without problem. A bag emptying capacity of 50 tons per hour can be achieved 

dependent upon the flow characteristics of the product and the construction of the bags. The standard 
machine is capable of achieving an emptying capacity of 20 tons per hour. 

 
The basic operating principle of the “GALAHAD” is surprisingly simple and this ensures that the bags really 

are fully emptied (product retention levels of 0.01% – 0.5% for free-flowing products). With a correct design 
configuration the “Galahad” can be operated by only one person and offers you an economic solution for your 

bag emptying requirements. 

Woven bags 

The bag emptying method is simple in that the bags are cut open over their length by 

a rotating knife thereby allowing the product to discharge. It is this aspect that 
enables the machine to also handle woven polyethylene, woven polypropylene and 

hessian sacks. The clean cut and minimal manipulation of the bag reduces the chance 
that fibres from the bags become detached during the bag emptying operation; these 

fibres will contaminate the product and eventually cause maintenance and operating 
issues as they become entwined in the rotating parts of bag handling machines. 
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Hygienic emptying of bagged products 

The bag emptying method of a simple rotating knife and a 

single clean cut over the bag length with minimal 
manipulation of the bag is a strong argument for making 

use of the Galahad in the food industry. The outside of the 
bags can be contaminated during storage and transport. It 

is therefore important that the product does not come into 
contact with the outside of the bag during the emptying 

process. The Galahad cutting and emptying principles 
certainly satisfy this requirement! 
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New developments  

TBMA is constantly looking at ways to further develop the Galahad to satisfy her customers’ requirements. 

The modifications to allow the emptying of woven polyethylene, polypropylene and hessian sacks is a good 
example of this development programme.  This has led to 

the supply of Galahad bag slitting and emptying machines 
for the handling of sugar (25 to 50kg bags), wheat bran (50 

kg bags) & coffee beans (65 kg bags). 
 

For one of our client’s we have developed a mobile unit, 
which can be used for emptying 50 kg woven polypropylene 

bags into bulk trucks.  De installation is built up from two 
sections: the Galahad, supported in a steel construction, 

and a mobile baling press to handle the emptied bags. Both 
sections are mounted on wheels and can be towed to the 

required location by fork lift truck. The installation is 
designed to handle 30,000 kg/hour. 

 
 

 
      More information 

 
Please contact Mr Ted van Bavel for more information: 

Ted van Bavel 
+31 (0)252 345615 

TBMA Europe BV  

http://www.tbma.com/en/products/bag-emptying-systems/bag+slitting-and-emptying-systems/

